A Saturday Evening of Ideal Love

by Michele Ann Kanter
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Campus Center Ballroom Offers Dreams and Nightmares

by Bill Bruns

Dreams, an eighteen-year-old ensemble from New York City, performed a selection of songs at the Campus Center Ballroom last Saturday night. The audience was captivated by the group's musical talent, as well as their unique and spirited performance. The band's mesmerizing melodies and captivating stage presence Left: The Dreams ensemble entertaining the audience at the Campus Center Ballroom. Right: Members of Dreams sharing a candid moment after their performance. The group's harmonious blend of vocals and guitar playing created a captivating atmosphere that left the audience enchanted. Dreams, known for their emotive music and engaging台上, featured a diverse range of songs that resonated with the audience, leaving them in awe of the group's musical prowess. The performance was a testament to Dreams' talent and dedication to their craft, as they showcased their abilities and entertained the crowd with their captivating acts. The audience was left with a lasting impression of Dreams' musical journey, as the band captivated their audience with their exceptional performances and.Contrasting sharply with the Pursuits are enough of the at the Studio Theatre last Saturday night. first sexual encounter of a young man and woman, see a body or bodies of some sort .squirming like a to be Emily, our virginal heroine. This was suitable The only wish that the experience had been pleasant, or at rendering lead singer Eddie Vernon nearly inaudible until not criticizing the Concert Board for holding this concert Luro of the room's ceiling did their part to help, loo I am noting that it seems impossible to find a hall with decent quality of the acoustics and of the sound system. This band appears to have changed considerably for the Williams last winter. Bassist—co-founder Doug Lubahn has left (replaced by Will Lee) and drummer Billy Cobham be fairly simplistic get-it-on roeknblue/.en, and their shifting rhythmic" textures that formerly underpinned Allman solo note for note) and most of his other work Unfortunately, Dreams' performance matched I be of some cigarette commercial is .shown. The couple happily romps close-ups Laken of their faces glowingly alive with the shine of in a wooded park, exchange meaningful glances, unci have of Simon and Garfunkel. her actions and attitudes to Gray's little digs and biting remarks love story ex tats, and those who delude themselves into believing extract their '.Ml cents worth, going through the motions extract their
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University Library

Hard Hit by Freeze

by Roy Lewis

The construction of the state-wide budget freeze has been hit severely at all departments of the university community. One of the hardest hit areas has been the Library. In an interview with John Ashby, Director of the Library, he explained the situation:

"The Library has only 11,000 books left in stock. We have been trying to get more books from the University of Wisconsin, but unfortunately, they have none left. We have also been try ing to get books from the New York Public Library, but they have no books left."

Ashby went on to say that, "the Library is in a very bad position. We have not been able to get any new books for three months."

When asked if the Library will be able to function, Ashby replied, "I don't know. We are doing our best to get books, but it is very difficult."

For more information and suggestions, you can contact the Directors at the University Library.
**Dope Is Death**

NEW YORK (LNS) - For 17 months after he went underground in April 1970, very little was heard from H. Rap Brown, former chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). The former student activist had been reported missing for months, prompting speculation about his possible whereabouts.

On April 8, 1971, Brown, who had been living in Canada since his release from prison in December 1969, returned to the United States and issued a statement announcing that he was returning to the country to fight for peace in Vietnam. The statement indicated his desire to help end the war and work towards a peaceful resolution.

Brown's return was met with mixed reactions, with some expressing support for his decision and others questioning his motives. The controversy surrounding his actions continued, with many still wondering about his role in the civil rights movement and his future plans.

**Beachwood Ageing could be an "advertising gimmick."**

But it isn't.

(For instance, last year we bought almost 200 pounds of Beachwood strips... enough to last 67 freight cars.)

Budweiser

The name says it all - Budweiser is the beer that's known around the world.

Budweiser

When you say Budweiser, you know it's the best.

Budweiser

1 F G Presents:
A Surprise Film Classic

$5.00 with cash $5.00 without

Saturday, Dec. 4th in LC 18 7:15 & 9:15 pm
**Endangered Species**

This newspaper has long been in the forefront of demand for the community at large, large university.

Brought to bear on patient illness, how these disciplines are often work in laboratories, learn about the programs available. We can't see how a hospital functions. The personnel we need. Also, these have been filing, answering the complaints, expected to contribute. During the same period, the K, R. has been half reduced by half.

**Emergency**

Emergency is the most common shared feeling of mankind. It is not lack's paper. The university has been political. The university has a tendency to discuss Environmental Studies program, hard lot. In Mrs. Frost talks about anti-political advisors such as Henry Kissenger. It is a mistake to say that environmental studies are based on a profession of itself. It is a process of what others or else. It presents no problems of ambiguity. It is therefore acceptable to all. The problem of the ambulance services in Albany. Many of these courses are the same as this year. 17 percent will remain approximately the same.

**Frost Wrong**

To The Editor: The ASP of Albany, Nov. 9, 1971. In response to your opinion, as members of the Environmental Studies program, hard lot. In Mrs. Frost talks about anti-political advisors such as Henry Kissenger. It is a mistake to say that environmental studies are based on a profession of itself. It is a process of what others or else. It presents no problems of ambiguity. It is therefore acceptable to all. The problem of the ambulance services in Albany. Many of these courses are the same as this year. 17 percent will remain approximately the same.

**Communications**

**Community Service: Yes**

Dear Sir,

I would like to point out the importance of the Community Service Program. It is the responsibility of the student to be involved in their community, and to contribute to the quality of life in their area. This program provides an opportunity for students to do exactly that.

During my first six weeks at SUNYA, the Slavic Department has offered a Russian course (101) next fall. This course is designed to introduce students to the Russian language and culture. The course will consist of three semesters, as they currently offerer! by the Department in Russian.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

**Russian Reply**

To the Editor,

As a student of SUNYA, I have been involved in the Community Service Program for the past two years. In my opinion, this program is very important to the community and the student body.

During my first six weeks at SUNYA, the Slavic Department has offered a Russian course (101) next fall. This course is designed to introduce students to the Russian language and culture. The course will consist of three semesters, as they currently offerer! by the Department in Russian.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]
**TOWER EAST CINEMA**

_short: BOOP-DOP- A-DOP_

_in LC 7_

_7:30 & 10 pm_

_December 3rd & 4th_

_$0.50 with tax_

_$1 without_

---

**ROBERT REDFORD**

Paul Newman
Katharine Ross

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid

---

**MCAT-DAT-GRE LSAT-ATGSB NAT'L BOS.**

---

**GREAT DANE BASKETBALL**

Live over WSUA

Albany vs Stony Brook

8:25 pm tomorrow night

Near all the home and away

Albany basketball games on

WSUA 640

serving the community

---

**STEWART, WILLIAM**

**KAPLAN, STANLEY H.**

**EDUCATIONAL CENTER**

_212 | 535-3900_

_516 | 533-4850_

---

**Bookstore Sale**

starts monday

buy one record and get a campus pack free

(imited quantities)

---

---

**STEAK-OUT**

FIRST SIDE-IN'S SPECIAL

free delivery

DELIVERY 2 MILES OR MORE

minimum order $10

---

---

**ALBANY STUDENT PRESS**

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1971

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
December 4th 7:00 & 10:30 pm at Hudson Valley Community College

Allman Brothers J. Geils Blues Band tickets: $5.00 now available at:
Music Shack in Troy Van Curler's in Albany Drome Sound at Mohawk Mall

Holiday Sing December 12th at 7 pm in the SUNYA Gym

"Holidays"
Are
For
Children"
All University Reception following in the Campus Center Ballroom
Chapter VII

going out of business
SALE
HUPE REDUCTIONS ON ALL STOCK

Dress Bells  To 60% off
Sweaters and Vests  To 60% off
Shoes and Boots  To 50% off
Shirts  To 60% off
Paraphernalia  To 50% off
Special Lot of Jeans  Only $3.00

EVEYTHING REDUCED!
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
daily—noon to 8 pm Saturday-10 to 6
first come, first served
465-1912
286 LARK ST. Albany

Swissair is sorry to inform you that after February 1, your parents can afford to ski the Alps with you.
Recycling: "Valuable" Junk Means New Products

A further breakdown of solid waste, produced between 1950 and 1960, is as follows: 30% is from households, 51% from industry and commercial establishments, 18% from mining industries and paper products. If the present rate of solid waste generation is not remedied, what will happen in the future? Solid waste is thrown into landfills and dumps, where it remains to cause environmental pollution. The solid waste is not managed, what will happen to it in the future?

Mineral Waste

The second category, mineral waste, is large, about 1.7 million tons last year. The production of 1 ton of copper is about 500 tons of waste and rock. Additionally, 1 acre of mining produces about 1.5 tons of waste rock. If the copper is isolated, the copper waste is not used, but can be used by mining companies. A large proportion of metal waste is generated from mining and mineral industries. If the waste is not managed, what will happen to it in the future?

Human Waste

Futhermore, over 100,000 solid waste dollars is generated for every human, woman, and child in the country. By 1980, this is expected to increase to 1200 dollars per person. The importance of responsible solid waste management is even more apparent, the environmental day-to-day, the environmental day-to-day.

Indian Good Presents

Joe Fennimore
Concert Flarist
Sunday, December 5th - 7 p.m.
Main Theater - PAC

Notice to Officers of the Following Groups:

ALBANY LAB BAND
FRESCO SCHOOL
FREE INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
REVUE
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA
KAPPA MU EPSILON
ALPHA PHI GAMMA
KARATE CLUB
ALPHA THETA MU
LIBRARY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
AM YISRAEL
LOGOS POPULARI
CHEMISTRY CLUB
L'HUMANISTE
DEBATE SOCIETY
SMU LAMBDA ALPHA
DIRECTORY
NEW LEFT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION
NEW REPUBLICAN FRONT
ECONOMICS CLUB
NEW NORMAN FOUNDATION
FOLK CLUB
PI GAMMA MU
PI MU EPSILON

Because these groups have not reported officers in the Student Association office, if you are an officer of any of the above groups, please come to the Student Association office, Campus Center 346, not later than 5 p.m., Monday, December 6, 1971. All of the above groups and their members are warned that each group's recognition is subject to revocation if no officer responds.
**Job Bias Revealed:**

**Job Discrimination Fought at SUNYA**

By John F. Bennett

This university is engaging in job discrimination in violation of affirmative action programs, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act, and other legislation. The university has been charged with failing to hire a minority group member, specifically persons of Spanish-American, African-American, and Native American descent, in order to meet affirmative action goals. The university has also been accused of discriminating against these groups in its hiring practices.

**Even cash paper has something else to offer**

Quotations

"Junk" Continued from page 14

Tens of thousands ofмотоы are daily disposed of in some trash, and yet they are not a form of garbage. A ton of scrap automobile is thrown away each year in city dumps. This scrap is not a form of waste, but is a valuable resource. The aluminum, steel, and copper in the cars are valuable materials that can be recycled.

**S/U Hurts Grad Applicants**

By Vicki Adams

S/U grades affect an applicant's chance of admission to State University. The university grades affect an applicant's chance of admission to State University. The university grading system is based on a scale of 0 to 4, with 4 being the highest grade. The system is designed to rank students according to their academic performance. However, the system has been criticized for its unfairness and for excluding minority students.

**Inside the ASP**

**S/U No Good...**

Although SUNYA has improved its study habits and increased its students' academic performance, the university's grading system continues to be discriminatory. The system is based on a scale of 0 to 4, with 4 being the highest grade. The system is designed to rank students according to their academic performance. However, the system has been criticized for its unfairness and for excluding minority students.

**New Registration...**

In the future, students will be required to submit applications for registration. The applications will be reviewed by the registrar's office, and students will be notified of their registration status. The system is designed to ensure that students are registered for the courses they need to complete their degree programs.

**Alumni To Help...**

Students and alumni can help improve the university's grading system by participating in the Alumni Association's study habits program. The program is designed to help students improve their study habits and increase their academic performance. By participating in the program, students can help improve the university's grading system and ensure that it is fair and equitable.